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Abstract— Big data refers to a very strong growth of
heterogeneous data flows due to the increased use of new
technologies. Although the massive volume of data may be very
useful for humanity and corporations. Therefore, a large
volume of data or big data has its own drawback as well. Due to
large volume, huge storages are required and operations such as
analytical operations, process operations and retrieval
operations etc. takes lot of time and occupy so many resource
for a long period of time comparatively. To overcome certain
difficulties and to avoid from hazards, clustering techniques are
introduced. Clustering is the process of grouping the data based
on their similar properties. One of the most popular clustering
method is k-means. The results of the algorithm are influenced
by the initial centroids. Various initial configurations might lead
to different final clusters. The cluster’s center is defined as the
mean of the items in a cluster. In standard k-means algorithm
there are most computations. The more iterations are
performed, less centroids deviate from their current position.
We proposed an improved k-means algorithm to get better
performance. We have tried to find data objects that may not
change their cluster during next iteration to avoid unnecessary
computations. We tried to improve in terms of running time
when dealing with large volumes of data.
Keywords— k-means algorithm, Big data, Clustering

I.

INTRODUCTION

“Big Data” is assumed as huge amount of data with difficult
structure, difficult storing capacities and visualization for
more processing. Uses of new technologies are main source
for generating big data because of the use of social network,
online transactions, growth of the web, and lot of other
communicating objects are growing faster every day [1].
Clustering is procedure of grouping the data, on bases of their
same properties. All the elements in each cluster should be
similar [3]. Data mining algorithm clustering, dimension
reduction, parallel clustering and map reduced based
clustering are types of clustering [1]. Data mining is the
exploration of data and it is technique to use software for
finding patterns and uniformities of data set. One of very
important and wide field in data mining is clustering.
Clustering is process of grouping the elements of data sets on
the basis of their similar properties [12].Partitioned based
clustering is one of important type of data mining algorithm
clustering in which different algorithms like k means, k
modes, k medoids, CLARANS, PAM, CLARA and FCM are
used [4]. For clustering implementation, one important and
famous algorithm is k means clustering algorithm [20]. Due

to best performance for big data sets, the usage of this
algorithm is very common [5], [6]. In standard k means
method, first we choose k points as initial centroids, each
centroid represents a cluster. Then we assign all objects of
data set to centroid having minimum distance. Mostly
Euclidean distance is used for this purpose. After allocation
of all data items, centroids are calculated again. We repeat the
process of objects allocation and centroids recalculation until
no further objects change their cluster [7]. K means clustering
algorithm has become a mainstay for the data analyst in lot of
fields. The k means method is one of famous and widely used
algorithm for clustering in area of “Data Mining” [14], [16].
Steps of Standard K Means Clustering Algorithm
Step 1st: Choose k points as initial centroids, each centroid
represent a cluster.
Step 2nd: Allocate each object of data set to nearest (closest)
centroid.
Step 3rd: After allocation of all objects, centroids are
recalculated.
Step 4th: Second and third steps are repeated until centroids
change their positions [7].
In standard k means clustering algorithm, the allocation of all
points to related clusters or centroids takes maximum
execution time for large data sets, because we need to
reassign all data items during each iteration, so there is need
to improve this algorithm to reduce execution time and it
should be suitable for all types of data [8]. Our new proposed
k-means clustering algorithm removes this deficiency. It
takes less execution time because it eliminates unnecessary
distance computations.
Problem Statement
Proposed an improved version of k means clustering
algorithm to avoid unnecessary computations and it takes less
execution time. Actually 2nd step of standard k means
clustering algorithm takes maximum execution time. In this
step, distance is calculated between all points of data set and
centroids. After certain number of iterations, a lot of points
do not change their clusters but distance between all points
and centroids is calculated again.
Our Proposed algorithm
New proposed k means algorithm is applied on datasets
which are composed of two dimensional points. In our
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proposed algorithm, we have tried to find the points which
may not change their cluster during next iteration to avoid
calculations for these points and we saved execution time.
Second important thing which reduce execution time is width
intervals of large data set. All points of data set were grouped
into wide interval. Instead of visiting all points of data set, we
do it against a point of group.
Shortcoming Covered in Proposed Algorithm
Our new methodology for the k means algorithm, removes
the deficiency of standard k means algorithm. It takes less
execution time because it eliminates unnecessary distance
computation.
Evaluation of Proposed Algorithm
Our implementation on specific data set was evaluated. We
composed data sets of two dimensional points. There were
generated randomly data sets of different points and random
number generator was used for this purpose. Execution time
of improved k-mean was measured on different wide
intervals to find appropriate wide intervals with minimum
execution time. Each data set was split in twelve, sixteen and
twenty clusters. Running time of improved k means has been
compared with the running time of the standard k means
clustering algorithm. Compared results showed an
encouraging reduction in execution time.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Lot of people tried many time to improve the efficiency and
productivity of k means clustering algorithm. Some people
tried to improve accuracy of algorithm, quality of clusters is
also improved by some methods and some optimized
variations improved the running time of k means algorithm
[9], [10], [11].
Some deficiencies of basic k means was removed by Pallavi
Purohit et al [24]. They proposed a new methodology for
basic k means clustering algorithm. According to this
approach, the algorithm first computes k number of initial
points that are known as centroids according to the
requirements. The proposed algorithm gives best clustering
results without losing accuracy.
A heuristic approach for implementing k means clustering
algorithm was proposed by D. Mariammal et al [21] on
multidimensional data, which was based on attribute with
maximum range. It was enhanced version of standard k
means to obtain clustering results more accurate. In this
research there was presented an algorithm to find initial
centroids.
To assign data items of data set to appreciate cluster, there
was proposed a new version of k means method by Fahim A
M et al [10]. For this purpose Fahim’s technique creates use
of two distance functions. First one is same as basic the k
means clustering method and second one function is
investigative to decrease the number of computations. The
employment of proposed method is very easy because the
algorithm requiring a simple data structure. The results of
improved algorithm were compared with basic k means

clustering, execution time and quality of clusters was
improved.
R.Ranga Raj et al [22] proposed an improved clustering
method which increases the accuracy and proficiency. In their
research, the improved k means clustering algorithm was
implemented on the large student dataset to determine the
different groups and categories. But there is need to give as
an input the number of required clusters, regardless of the
separation of the data objects.
There was proposed less similarity based clustering algorithm
by Gomathi. D et al [23]. The enhanced method was able to
find the better initial centroids and to be responsible for an
effective way of allocating the data objects to appropriate
clusters. The time complexity was also reduced in this
algorithm. The core objective emphases on the technique of
using a reduced amount of similarity based clustering
algorithm, to discover the initial centroids proficiently.
Chunfei Zhang et al [19] improved k means clustering
algorithm. Their improvement was based on choosing initial
points, and elaborates the method of improving the K-means
clustering algorithm based on improve the initial focal point
and determine the K value. Results of their experiments
showed that the upgraded k means clustering method is more
reliable for clustering, further enhanced k means algorithm
escape the influence of the noise data in the dataset object to
guarantee that the ending clustering results are more correct
and effective.
Another version of k means algorithm was proposed by
Kohei Arai et al [16] named as hierarchical k means
clustering algorithm. It employs all results of k means
clustering in the definite times, however lot of them touch the
local optima. They converted all center points of clustering
results by merging with hierarchical method to decide the
initial center points known as centroids for the k means
clustering.
Kajal C. Agrawal et al [13] presented a modified k means
clustering algorithm. The central idea of algorithm is to use
two data structures, to hold the markers or labels of all
centroids or cluster, also to retain the distance of all points to
the closest group through the each repetition that may use in
coming iteration.
III.

RESEARCH METHODOLGY

A. Finding the step of standard k means that causes
most computations
Obviously step number two of K-Means algorithm takes
biggest time of execution for large data set because distance
of all objects from all centroids is calculated.
One of most important thing to save our execution time is “is
it necessary to visit all points for large data set?” For this
purpose, two dimensional objects were used to describe or
represent data objects. The algorithm was specially designed
to change the positions of its centroids. We analyze that as
long as the execution progresses, the centroids after changing
their positions continuously from initial position and reaches
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at-most closer to the previously found final position. Most of
the time after some iterations, the centroids closely move
towards their final position during last iteration. Hence we
can infer after having deep observations that most of the data
objects that belong to the same cluster whose centroids moves
slightly. Because of slight movement of centroids, the data
objects should remain closer to the last position and also the
part of the same cluster for the next iteration. So it is
understandable that the movement of centroids will affect the
position of the points. As long as the centroids move, the
points will be get affected as much. We have focused to
identify that which of the data objects may be affected by the
move, this finding can lead us towards a very essential
improvement during step number 2 wherein we may not
reiterate the entire data set, and we may have to visit a very
small data set. Therefor we can save our execution time if we
find the way to avoid unnecessary computations for the
objects that do not change their position as well as centroids
for next iterations.
B. Proposed solution
computations

to

avoid

and

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

unnecessary

Being able to determine which objects of large data set could
not change their centroids during next iteration, we have no
need to visit complete data set, only small part of data set that
may change centroids, should be visited. We denote these
objects as “boundary layer”. Before deciding which objects
of large data set should be part of this boundary layer, we
need to establish a criteria for the finalization that which data
objects should be the part of boundary layer by fulfilling the
criteria it may be considered a boundary element. Let we have
three clusters X, Y and Z. We have point “pt” which is part
of cluster Z. We omit all other points for our best
presentation. As point pt is part of cluster Z, so the distance
of point pt to cluster Z is less than distance of point pt to
cluster X and cluster Y. At end of iteration, all centroids will
move towards new positions. We assume that centroid X
moved to X1, centroid Y moved to Y1 and centroid Z moved
to Z1. In worst situation for point pt, point Z became further
away from point pt which is |ZZ1| while point A became
closer |XX1| and point B became closer |YY1|. The distance
of point pt to its edge is ept, mean point pt is ept away to switch
in new cluster. The conditions that point pt will stay in the
cluster C would be:
ept > |ZZ1| + |XX1|

C. Improved k means clustering algorithm
Define Constant WIDTH
Defined intervals li and calculated li as
I * WIDTH, (i increment by 1) * WIDTH
Mark all data set as visited
For each point to b traversed
Calculate the value of e
Find out points with I * WIDTH that should be less
than value of e, and value of e should be less than
value of (i+1) * WIDTH, i is positive integer.
Calculate new centroids
After that the value of li will be updated by
subtracting 2 * D (points taken by the intervals got
closer to the edge by 2 * D).
Hold the value of all points inside the intervals
whose tag is less or equal to 0, and repeat step 4 to
traverse it again.

D. Assessment of Improved K-Means Algorithm
i.
Generation of data sets
For this purpose there were generated 2D points with
coordinates between 0 and 1. Then there were generated
randomly data sets of 100000 points, 200000 points, 300000
points, 400000 points and 500000 points. The random
number generator was used for this purpose.
Each data sets split into different number of clusters
Standard k means algorithm and proposed k means algorithm
were applied to split data sets in different number of clusters.
Each data set was split into twelve, sixteen and twenty
number of clusters.
ii.

Time measured for standard k means and proposed
k means
Execution time of standard k means as well as proposed kmeans clustering algorithm was calculated in milliseconds for
each number of clusters on different data sets.
iii.
Comparison of results
The running time of proposed algorithm was compared with
running time of standard k means algorithm for all number of
clusters. This comparison is also represented graphically .

ept > |ZZ1| + |YY1|
IV.

In this way we found a criteria to check whether the point is
part of boundary layer or not. We are not found complete
solution yet, still we need to compute every object of data set
for every iteration to include an object in boundary layer. To
escape these computations, all objects of our data set grouped
into wider intervals as shown in proposed algorithm. Instead
of visiting entire data set, proposed algorithm groups the
points which are near the edge and we can do it for a complete
group. So we can say that the constant WIDTH has a great
impact on improvement. If we increase or decrease value of
width then there will large effect on number of computations,
and directly effect on execution time.

RESULTS

For this proposed research study, there were generated
randomly datasets of sizes 100000 points, 200000 points,
300000 points, 400000 points and 500000 points. Each data
set was split in twelve, sixteen and twenty number of clusters.
Before finding the final results, proposed algorithm was also
tested on different width intervals to find appropriate width.
The running time of standard k-means algorithm and
proposed k-means algorithm was measured on specified
datasets and number of clusters. Then we compared the
running time of the proposed k-means algorithm to the
running time of the standard k-means algorithm.
Details of results are as under:
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Table.1. RUNNING TIME ON DIFFERENT WIDTH INTERVAL.
Twelve Clusters, Running Time of Proposed K Means on Different Wide Intervals
Size of
100000

Datasets
Running
Time of
Proposed
Algorithm
on Different
Width
Intervals

200000

300000

400000

500000

Width
intervals

Running Time
(Milliseconds)

Width
intervals

Running Time
(Milliseconds)

Width
intervals

Running Time
(Milliseconds)

Width
intervals

Running
Time
(Millisecond
s)

Width
intervals

Running Time
(Milliseconds)

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17
2.0

23772
22185
19271
24290
26541
26555
37728

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17
2.0

48202
43509
38922
48599
52033
51987
75685

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17
2.0

73045
64064
58695
70675
78410
79130
115528

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17
2.0

96158
86744
79384
95231
107397
106497
145765

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17
2.0

124122
109124
98555
117518
131922
133432
194029

Sixteen Clusters, Running Time of Proposed K Means on Different Wide Intervals
Size of
100000

Datasets
Running
Time of
Proposed
Algorithm
on Different
Width
Intervals

200000

300000

400000

500000

Width
intervals

Running Time
(Milliseconds)

Width
intervals

Running Time
(Milliseconds)

Width
intervals

Running Time
(Milliseconds)

Width
intervals

Running
Time
(Millisecond
s)

Width
intervals

Running Time
(Milliseconds)

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17
2.0

34441
31329
30051
34167
37567
37632
50135

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17
2.0

68182
62793
59977
68846
76944
76052
99132

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17
2.0

102596
99444
92040
105399
116103
116131
147076

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17
2.0

134667
128954
125080
140578
155008
154806
196659

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17
2.0

170790
160917
146130
175572
194144
194241
250112

Twenty Clusters, Running Time of Proposed K Means on Different Wide Intervals
Size of
100000

Datasets
Running

200000

300000

400000

Width
intervals

Running Time
(Milliseconds)

Width
intervals

Running Time
(Milliseconds)

Width
intervals

Running Time
(Milliseconds)

Width
intervals

Running
Time
(Millisecond
s)

Width
intervals

Running Time
(Milliseconds)

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17

47276
42656
41067
45850
50342
50015

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17

90517
84191
82861
91543
100792
102372

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17

138075
128958
119250
138915
151381
151971

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17

184429
169386
152156
186690
203502
201931

0.05
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17

240675
210134
193458
232617
253676
258304

2.0

61888

2.0

126157

2.0

192175

2.0

257650

2.0

318833

Time of
Proposed
Algorithm
on Different
Width
Intervals

500000
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To find appropriate width, the execution time of proposed kmeans algorithm was measured on different wide intervals.
In table 1, it is shown that two dimensional random generated
data sets of 100000, 200000, 300000, 400000 and 500000
points were split into twelve, sixteen and twenty number of
clusters on different wide intervals like 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.13,
0.15, 0.17 and 0.2. The best width was found by comparing
the execution time on different wide intervals.

B. Sixteen clusters, running time of standard vs.
improved k means
Table. III. Sixteen Clusters, Running time of proposed algorithm
vs standard k-means Algorithm

Size of
Data Sets

Running Time of
Standard KMeans Algorithm
in Milliseconds

Running Time of
Proposed
Algorithm in
Milliseconds

Improved
(%)

100000

102989

30051

70.82

200000

208952

59977

71.29

300000

313715

92040

70.66

400000

421800

125080

70.34

500000

506653

146130

71.15

A. Twelve clusters, running time of standard vs.

Table. II. Twelve Clusters, Running time of proposed algorithm vs
standard k-means Algorithm
Size of
Data Sets

Running Time of
Standard KMeans Algorithm
in Milliseconds

Running Time of
Proposed
Algorithm in
Milliseconds

Improved
(%)

100000

51969

19271

62.91

200000

143492

38922

72.87

300000

188943

58695

68.93

400000

311968

79384

74.55

500000

322963

98555

69.48

Running Time in Milliseconds

Running time of proposed vs standard
k-means algorithm
340000
320000
300000
280000
260000
240000
220000
200000
180000
160000
140000
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0

Running time of proposed vs standard
k-means algorithm
Running Time in Milliseconds

improved k means

520000
480000
440000
400000
360000
320000
280000
240000
200000
160000
120000
80000
40000
0
100000

200000

300000

400000

500000

Size of Datasets in Points

Standard K-Mean

Proposed Algorithm

Figure. II. Sixteen Clusters, Running time of proposed algorithm
vs. standard k-means algorithm.

100000

200000

300000

400000

500000

Size of Datasets in Points
Standard K-Mean

Proposed Algorithm

Figure. I. Twelve Clusters, Running time of proposed algorithm vs
standard k-means algorithm

In figure 1, the running time of proposed k means clustering
algorithm is compared with running time of standard k-means
algorithm. Different datasets were split into twelve clusters.
Running time is shown along y-axis in milliseconds and
comparable different datasets of standard k-means algorithm
as well as improved algorithm are shown along x-axis. The
results are certainty encouraging.

In figure 2, the running time of proposed k means clustering
algorithm is compared with running time of standard k-means
algorithm. Different datasets were split into sixteen clusters.
Running time is shown along y-axis in milliseconds and
comparable different datasets of standard k-means algorithm
as well as improved algorithm are shown along x-axis. The
results are certainty encouraging.
C. Twenty clusters, running time of standard vs.
improved k means.
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Table. IV. Twenty Clusters, Running time of proposed algorithm vs
standard k-means algorithm
Running Time of
Standard KMeans Algorithm
in Milliseconds

Size of
Data Sets

Running Time of
Proposed
Algorithm in
Milliseconds
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